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IndigoVerge
Building a great software solution requires more than technical expertise.

ABOUT /
IndigoVerge is a software development company. We are technology experts who can help you build your product from scratch,
or merge seamlessly with your existing operations to provide more development power and flexibility. We work with you every
step of the way to turn your ideas into the desired solution.
Since our incorporation in 2006 we have delivered over 100 products to satisfied clients all over the world. From big enterprise
solutions and complex mobile applications to single page apps.
Talking to us is easy. You don't need to worry about the tech lingo; tell us what you need and we'll figure out how to do it.

OUR PHILOSOPHY /
We know that crafting a great piece of software requires more than technical expertise. It takes transparency and mutual trust,
ongoing communication and collaboration, deep-dives into your domain and commitment to the project. These activities set the
basis for long-term, successful and rewarding relationships with our clients and employees alike.

SERVICES /
Custom Software
Development

Dedicated (extended)
Development Team

Internet of Things
(IoT) Development

Digital Marketing &
Automation

Do you have a business idea
for a software project but are
unsure about specifications,
technology solutions or even
just how to approach
developing the project?

If you need extra hands on
your project, but don’t have
the time or desire to do new
recruitment, IndigoVerge can
set you up with a dedicated
software development team.

If you need a technology
partner experienced in IoT
development - meet our team!
Our experience in IoT dates
back to 2012, and since 2017
we’ve been extending our
expertise to industrial
automation.

You launched a great product
but are seeing low conversion
rates? Nurturing your leads is
a chaotic and time-consuming
process? You have no
marketing resources to cater
for lead generation and
conversion?

Our team of software
consultants, architects and
development leads will work
with you every step of the
way to turn your idea into the
desired solution, whether it's
a complex cloud platform,
mobile app or a simple web
page.

You have full management
control over tasks and
priorities, whilst we facilitate
the process, support the
developers involved and cater
for all employer
responsibilities like team
motivation, benefits and work
environment.

We cover the entire
development stack, from the
hardware to the mobile and
web app. Sticking to Lean
principles, we split the
process in small steps,
ensuring smooth deliveries
while reducing risks and
costs.

We have the marketing
resources, skills and
experience to create and
implement a solid, resultsoriented marketing
automation strategy for your
business and drive traffic,
leads and sales.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR SERVICES
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BUSINESS VERTICALS /
➔ Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) – Industry 4.0,
industrial automation
➔ Smart agriculture & cities
➔ E-mobility

➔
➔
➔
➔

Financial services
Marketing automation & ecommerce
Healthcare
Tourism & Travel

FEATURED CLIENTS /

FEATURED PROJECTS /
Edge manager /IoT, Industrial Automation/ - Read more
Edge Manager is designed for any IoT products that require remote management and control of various devices and the
applications installed on them. Suitable for integration with SCADA systems.

Ondo /Smart agriculture, IoT/ - Read more
Ondo is an intelligent solution for analysis and precise management of the climate, irrigation and fertilization of greenhouses and
open fields. It allows optimal control of every process - anytime, anywhere - leading to higher efficiency and productivity.

SCS Control system for LED streetlights /IoT, Smart Cities/ - Read more
SCS is a system that allows our clients to easily monitor and control the street lights. It consists of a hardware controller (power
meter, powerline communication, GPRS), cloud back-end and web front-end.

BeNet /Tourism & Travel/ - Read more
Tourist platform providing location-relevant information directly on your mobile. Local businesses can use the platform to
advertise their services, whilst visitors get location-based tourist info pushed to them, straight on their phones.

SEE MORE PROJECTS
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WHY CHOOSE US /
➔ 15+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AND KNOW-HOW
Hence, our understanding and know-how already spans a
broad range of business spheres.
➔ TALKING TO US IS EASY
We communicate the project progress and challenges in a
simple, timely and understandable manner.
➔ WE BELIEVE IN OPEN & TIMELY
COMMUNICATION
Transparency and communication build trust and we think
trust is the basis for a successful, long-term relationship.

➔ WE FOLLOW LEAN METHODOLOGY
Having bootstrapped on our own startup projects, we trust in
lean principles in software development.
➔ WE CAN ADAPT
We will adapt to your technologies and processes, even if that
requires investment in learning/expanding our team.
➔ YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS
Most of our projects come from referrals. We know that a
happy customer means many referred leads to us.

You are welcome to get to know us better! Come meet us in our office for a coffee and an introduction to our team!

CONTACT US /

Ilia Iordanov

Svetla Markova

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Marketing Officer

ilia@indigoverge.com

svetla@indigoverge.com

